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Cover Story

Wholly-owned Haiyan Yousun Enterprise 
Breaches Tariff Barriers

by Dean Tseng, Fastener World

Using 10B21 and C1022 among other materials, Linkfast manufactures and exports timber fixing 
screws, decking screws, Advanced Multi-Purpose Woodscrews and other various high quality fasteners, 
hitting a maximal overseas sales record of USD 200 million just within several years. It ships over 7,500 
twenty-feet containers to the world and has over 500 overseas clients, including Würth, Bufab, Eurobolt 
and other iconic companies. Now, Linkfast is taking the business to the next level with its new factory!

Only 39.6% AD Rate  Haiyan Yousun Enterprise Goes Full Steam for Global Export
In 2020, Haiyan Yousun Enterprise wholly-owned by Linkfast launched production to cope with the EU AD tax. With 71 sets 

of equipment and a capacity of 500 tons, the factory mainly manufactures chipboard screws (M3.5*16-M3.5*50, M4*16-M4*70, 
M5*20-M5*120, 6*20-M6*200), timber fixing screws (M3.5-M10, length in reference to chipboard screws), drywall screws, self-drilling 
screws and so on.

Yousun has a standard QC lab. Equipped with coating thickness gauges, projectors, hardness testers, torsion testers, salt spray testers, a 
metallographic lab and tension testers, Yousun becomes the latest addition to Linkfast in global sales expansion. By ISO and CE certificates, 
Linkfast and Haiyan Yousun Enterprise ensure the manufacturing process reaches high quality level of the industry and meets the purchasing 
demands from global clients. “The certificates define our high professionality and reputation that we acquired in the fastener field. We expect 
ourselves not only to be a fastener’s supplier but also to create opportunities for clients to develop their markets and brands by our stable 
supply,” said General Manager George Yu.

In contrast to many other fasteners’ companies who are subject to up to 86.5% AD rate imposed by EU, Haiyan Yousun Enterprise 
breaks this bottleneck with only 39.6% rate. Based on high quality products, competitive price and customized service, Yousun will no 
doubt bring a breakthrough and new era for Linkfast in revenues and sales from Europe and overseas, as well as in quality and volume 
upgrade! It is also a crucial step for Linkfast to scale up supply to the industry, construction and home improvement markets.

Profession! R&D! Dedication!  3 Pillars Consolidating Linkfast Business
So far Linkfast has been a multi-time entrant in the ranking of top fastener exporting 

companies in Jiaxing. “For 15 years, we have been solely dedicated to manufacturing 
fasteners. We have a powerful R&D team who develop new products with clients, and 
listen carefully to each client’s needs. Dedication is the very essence that captures the 
hearts of clients. “I sincerely welcome clients to Haiyan Yousun Enterprise and Linkfast 
which I believe will make a wonderful impression on them,” said George.

His determination in his leadership raised him to the position of executive vice-
Chairman of Zhejiang Province and Chairman of Jiaxing Fastener Association. “Jiaxing is 
the heartland of China fasteners. I’m glad to share our success in fasteners, and I’ll do my 
best to make our fastener industry healthier and help it go further!”

Contact: General Manager George Yu      Email：info@linkfast.cc


